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ACCELEROMETER is widely used as a vibration measurement transducer. The disadvantage of contact type accelerometer is its mass can cause the natural frequencies of the structure to change from their correct values. Generally this effect is ignored in the experimental studies based on the assumption that the accelerometer mass is negligible compared to the mass of the test structure. However when lightweight structure is tested, this effect is significant. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of accelerometer mass on thin plate vibration. The natural frequency and its corresponding mode shape were the parameters of interest. Two thin plates of different thickness and various boundary conditions were investigated by using experimental modal analysis and finite element analysis. The accelerometer mass was added and mounted at three different locations. Results show that the thinner the plate, the more sensitive it is to the mass loading effect. The accelerometer mass shows significant effect on some of the modes of the structure while other modes remain unchanged. The accelerometer mounted at a point of peak deflection of the plate showed large changes of natural frequencies and its corresponding mode shapes. There are no significant changes of natural frequency and mode shapes for accelerometer attached at nodal line of the particular mode. It is concluded that, the effect of accelerometer mass depends on the location of the accelerometer, vibration mode, magnitude of accelerometer mass and test structure.
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1.1 Introduction

Accelerometers are transducer that measures the acceleration of a vibrating body. It is widely used for vibration measurement because of its small size, high sensitivity and large usable frequency range. In most cases, the systems that undergo experimental measurement are affected by transducer. This is true, especially if the testing structure is a small and lightweight. Then, the effect of accelerometer mass becomes significant when measuring lightweight structure.

Lightweight structures are those structures that optimize the load carrying capacity of the elements by large deflection, allowing the load to be taken primarily in tension. It is characterized by having small mass relative to the applied load which is determines through an optimization process. Lightweight structures include cable, membrane, shell, thin plate and folded structures as well as space grids, domes and trusses system.
Since, the accelerometer is the contacting transducer types, it must be rigidly attached to the structure. The coupling between the accelerometer and the original system will create a new system and lead a certain changes in its dynamic response.

Theoretically, the natural frequency is related to the square root of the ratio of stiffness to mass. Thus, if the mass of the accelerometer is added to the structure to make a measurement, it will lower the natural frequency which is illustrated in Figure 1.1. From the figure, it shows the heavier accelerometer which is in red line has a natural frequency shifted to the left, which indicates a lowered natural frequency compared with the lightweight accelerometer mass. As the frequencies are increased, the effect can be seen obviously.

![Figure 1.1: Frequency response function with two different mass of accelerometer](image)

Thus, this project studied the effect of accelerometer mass on thin plate vibration. Thin plates are one of the lightweight structures and commonly used as structural components in many branches of modern technology namely mechanical, aerospace, electronic, optical, marine and structural engineering.
1.2 Objectives Of The Study

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of accelerometer mass on thin plate vibration. The natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes of the plate are the parameters of interest.

1.3 Scope Of The Study

The scopes for this study include:

i. Determine the first sixth of natural frequencies and mode shapes by experimental and numerical analysis.

ii. Only rectangular thin plate is considered.

iii. Apply various boundary conditions on plate.
1.4 Outlines Of The Thesis

This thesis is composed of seven chapters which are as follows:

In chapter 1, general review of this study is discussed. The literature review about transducer mass loading and concentrated mass is presented in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical background about the concepts of transducer mass loading, theory of thin plate, modal analysis and finite element analysis. The understanding of the theoretical background is important to make this study achieves its objective.

Chapter 4 gives a brief explanation about the methodology used in this study. The experimental modal analysis was done by using impact hammer. The natural frequency and its associate mode shape was extracted by using modal analysis software namely MEcope VES Version 4.0. While, for finite element analysis it was done by using ABAQUS software.

The results of first sixth natural frequency and mode shape of the test plates with various boundary conditions obtained through the experimental and finite element analysis were tabulated in the table in chapter 5.

Chapter 6 presents the analysis of data to look at the effect of accelerometer mass, location of accelerometer and thickness of the plates on the natural frequency and mode shape.

In chapter 7 the presented study is summarized. Recommendation for further research in this area are also included.
The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of accelerometer mass on thin plate vibration, where the natural frequencies and its corresponding mode shapes become the parameters of interest. Two different plate thickness were examined which are plate A (4mm thickness) and plate B (3mm thickness) with various boundary condition.

The results demonstrated that an accelerometer mass affect some of the modes of a structure while other modes remain unchanged. Accelerometer attached near the anti node has larger changes in natural frequency. Thus, the mode shapes for that particular mode also show significant changes. However for accelerometer attached near a nodal line of a particular mode of the structure, numerical results showed that the natural frequencies of the mode remains unchanged. As a result, no significant changes of mode shape at this particular mode.

Based on the literature review, it was noted that accelerometer mass should not be more than 1/10 of the mass of the structure [14]. This study showed that this rule may not be reliable for the certain vibration mode. The vibration mode that effect by mass loading must be corrected by using correction method presented in
reference [5]. Thus, the lightest accelerometer mass as possible has to be used to decrease the mass loading effect.

The results also demonstrated that thinner plates are more sensitive to the mass loading effect. The effect can be avoided or minimized by using the lightest accelerometer as possible or using non contact transducer.

As mention earlier in the introduction, this study look at the effect of accelerometer mass, effect of the location of accelerometer and effect of light sample on the natural frequency and mode shape at various boundary condition. Two adjacent edges clamped and free (CCFF) boundary condition gave higher changed in fundamental natural frequency compared to free edges (FFFF) with the same added mass. This is possibly due to the mass are more dominant than stiffness as added mass increased for CCFF boundary condition. It can be concluded that the effect of accelerometer mass depends on the location of the accelerometer, vibration mode and the structure. The studies on the effect of the accelerometer mass on the dynamic properties of the structures indicate that both natural frequency and mode shapes should be considered.

To improve this study in future it is recommended to use a non contact transducer to measure the response. Either than that, the shaker also can be used instead of hammer to provide constant force for vibration excitation. It is also recommended to study the effect of the accelerometer mass on damping by using the non-contact transducer. However the study should only considered the free boundary condition. This is due to damping also exist at clamped support thus will produce inconsistency in data if clamped boundary condition is used.
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